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Companies today are planning their digital journeys – transforming business models, reengineering business 
processes, and reimagining work. 

SAP road maps highlight innovations that may help you plan and implement your digital journey. They span 
products relevant to lines of business in your industry and explain how our innovations may add value to your 
business.

In our road maps, you can learn about our innovations along four different timelines:

1. Recent innovations for our products that have been launched in the past weeks or months and can 
already be purchased 

2. Planned innovations for our products that are intended to be launched in the short term or midterm

3. Product direction, providing a long-term perspective on high-level development plans for innovations for 
our solutions – inspired by your requirements

4. Product vision, providing a high-level and long-term business perspective on innovations for our products

About SAP road maps
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Product road map overview

§ Modeling
– Graphical and SQL view modeling 

capabilities
– Data replication support for agile scenarios
– Entity relationship modeling
– Data Lineage capabilities

§ Semantic Enrichment of Data
– Modeling facts, dimensions
– Central business entity catalog

§ Space concept
– Isolated and self-organized modeling 

environments
§ Data Connectivity

– Data integration support for hybrid data 
landscapes (on premise & cloud)

– Integrate data from HANA, ABAP and 
ODATA based data sources (SAP, non-SAP)

§ Openess
– Open DB access for 3rd party ETL tooling

§ Integrate first SAP Analytics Cloud Story 
Builder capabilities

§ Integration of SAP Analytics Cloud Data 
Wrangling for Agile BI scenarios 

§ Modeling
– Parent-Child Hierarchy Modeling
– Demand driven modeling

§ Space concept
– Sharing objects between spaces

§ Administration and monitoring
– Dataflow scheduling and execution
– Data load request management

§ Data consolidation
– Enhanced data transformation and 

harmonization tooling

§ Industry models and pre-delivered 
Business Content
– Initial SAP Data Warehouse Cloud templates
– Initial Partner Content

§ Add further capabilities of SAP Analytics 
Cloud Story Builder on top of SAP Data 
Warehouse Cloud models

§ Integration of SAP BW data models and 
data 

§ Semantic Enrichment of Data
– Automatic model derivation via source 

metadata crawling
§ Data lifecycle management

– Intelligent tiering to balance cost & performance

§ Data Source profiling
– Data replication proposals based on performance 

profiles

§ Collaboration and Workflow support
§ Complement and tightly integrate with SAP 

Data Intelligence Platform
§ Industry models and pre-delivered Business 

Content
– Additional SAP Business Content
– Additional Partner Content

§ Further Integration of SAP Analytic Cloud 
functionalities on top of SAP Data Warehouse 
Cloud models

§ Openess
– Open access for 3rd party BI tools

§ Enhanced automation based on ML capabilities
§ Continued new innovations based on the

seamless combination of SAP Analytics Cloud  
& DWC

§ Intelligent distribution of data
– Cross geo distribution

§ Enhanced Service enablement
– OEM enablement
– Partner Content

Recent innovations* Planned Innovation Product Direction Product Vision

*Upcoming release
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